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Aspects of risk analysis application to estimation of nuclear
accidents and tests consequences and intervention management
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Abstract For assessment of accident consequences and a post-accident manage-
ment a risk analysis methodology and data bank (BARD) with allowance for ra-
diation and non-radiation risk causes should be developed and used. Aspects of
these needs and developments are considered. Some illustrative results of health
risk estimation made with BARD for the Bryansk region territory with relatively
high radioactive contamination from the Chernobyl accident are presented.

1 Introduction
In accordance with regulatory documents adopted the decisions on post-accident off-site
protection and restoration measures have been made with allowance for only radiolog-
ical consequences. In this decision making and for an assessment of radiation accident
consequences the concept of the effective dose DE has been often used especially in the
practice in the FUSSR and CIS after the Chernobyl accident.

As it follows from the experience in the assessment and analysis of the consequences
of nuclear accidents or nuclear weapon tests as well as in the implementation of the
protection and restoration measures, there are some reasons, on the one hand, to go
beyond the scope of the radiation protection and to consider the non-radiation causes of
risk as well. On the other hand, remaining in the framework of the radiation protection,
it is not enough to base oneself on the concept of the effective dose, even though only the
stochastic effects of exposure are under consideration. The value of risk determined by
As is

• integrated over the whole duration of the radiobiological stochastic effect after an
exposure (tens of years for carcinogenesis and all generations to come for genetic
consequences of the exposure);

• averaged over the human age at exposure and over the population of different
countries.
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As a result, the Dg-based assessment of the radiation consequences does not involve the
time factor. No data on the radiological risk can be obtained for the different intervals
of time after a nuclear accident or test. The value of DE cannot make allowance for the
local and age features of population cohorts (or personnel) for which the aftereffects are
estimated.

The necessity of estimating non-radiation risks goes from the following:

• Some countermeasures being implemented can have negative side consequences of
a non-radiological nature for a population; for example, the relocation, as follows
from the experience available, may adversely affect the human health because of
changing the social and other living conditions;

• Some possible trouble with the health of the population caused by local or national-
wide social living conditions requires, in the context of the most efficient investitions
in health protection, to assess by a unified way—through the risk analysis—the state
of health as a whole and the background radiation and non-radiation risk causes;

• Taking into account the acute, at all times, need for the socio-psychological substan-
tiation of the countermeasures (interaction with the local population, authorities
and mass media), a substantiated scientific-methodical basis must be available to
perform the comparative assessments and analysis of various risks;

• As it follows from the present-day methodology of estimating the radiological risk,
the background values of carcinogenic risk must be known for the application of
this methodology (models of relative risk).

All these points show that for assessment of consequences of nuclear accidents or tests
and decision making on their mitigation health risk assessment from various radiation
and non-radiation risk causes should be developed and used.

2 Methodology and data bank
In the frame of the CIS state research programmes (Chernobyl and Altai case studies)
and the international (EU-CIS) project JSP2 the research subproject "developing the
methodology (MAR) and data bank (BARD) on risk analysis" started in 1994. The first
version of MAR is published in the international (EU-CIS) project JSP2 report for 1995
[1]. Main functions of BARD are:

• assessment of the radiological and non-radiological consequences of nuclear tests
and accidents,

• assessment of the health of a population in terms of risk indices.
• analysis of effectiveness of radiation and social protection measures.

BARD includes
1. Service and calculation codes realizing the methodology mentioned;
2. Health-demographic data (HDD: the age-cause-specific death rates and the age

distribution density) which are neccessary for radiological and non-radiation risks
assessment.
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HDD have been prepared for population of many regions of Russia for different years,
for some regions of CIS and some countries around the world.

Input data for calculations with BARD are: 1) values of absorbed or equivalent doses
(short-term exposure) and dose rates (chronic exposure) of different human body organs
due to radiation exposure from a source considered; these doses and dose rates should
be given in their dependence on age, time at exposure, countermeasures adopted etc.; 2)
respective HDD from the internal BARD data base; 3) primary radiation or non-radiation
risks models.

BARD to a certain extent analogous to the computer codes ASQRAD and °PIDER
being developed by CEPN (France) and NRPB (UK). BARD differs from them by the
large intrinsic HDD data base, the possibility of calculating non-radiological risks, areas
of application etc.

BARD is constantly supported and developed in the local and distributed versions.
The last one can be accessible through Internet (http://144.206.130.230/) at RRC
"Kurchatov Institute" (Moscow, Russia).

A specific version of BARD is developed as a module of the decision support system
for a post-accident activity (DSS JSP2).

3 Conclusion
Some results of health risk estimation made with BARD for the Bryansk region territory
with relatively high radioactive contamination from the Chernobyl accident (> 30Ci(Cs—
137)/fcm2) are presented in Figure. They are illustrative to the ideas expressed above on
the usefulness of detailed risk assessment for decision making.

Pecularities of excess health risk due to the radiogenic thyroid cancer, leukemia and
other cancers should be taken into account in preparing and performing the health protec-
tion and rehabilitation programme for the current and following years on the territories
suffered from the accident. Using risk assessment results can change notions about con-
sequences of the nuclear accidents or tests and effectiveness of countermeasures. It is
important in this assessment to take into consideration both radiation and non-radiation
risks, radiation as well as social and medical health protection.
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Figure 1: Mortality and morbidity (thyroid cancer) from spontaneous and radiogenic (due
to the Chernobyl accident) cancers (per 100 000 persons, rural, age 0 - 1 8 years at the
accident; male for specific cancers), as a function of time t after the accident (calculation
with BARD; exposure doses without countermeasures).
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